The EEG tests were conducted at the laboratory of SA Biomedical Instrumentation Co., California.
These tests were conducted on the human subject introduced to the influence of cellular phone (SAMSUNG Model No:
SCH-2000) without MRET-Shield protection and with MRET-Shield protection respectively.

Each test was run for 3 minutes. The cellular phone was located in standard operating position at the right side of a head.
The head of the subject was covered with a standard Electro-cap E1-L connected with a 4 channel SAI Bioelectric Amplifier that includes Analog Processor and Anti-aliasing Filters. The data were provided from the following electrodes: C4,
Fz, F4, and T4. This precision Amplifier can record and analyze very lo-potential physiological data from surface electrodes. With this SAI BIOAMPS successful physiological data acquisition can be accomplished in most any environment
without the use of a shielded “screen room.”
The comparison of the EEG
charts that present the brain
function wave patterns: The
control chart of a subject not
introduced to EMR of a cellular phone shows normal slow
mode of brain function.
The chart of a subject introduced to EMR of a cellular
phone without any protection
shows the excitation of the
brain function
The chart of a subject introduced to EMR with MRETShield protection is very close
to the control chart. It means
that the installation of MRETShield on the cellular phone
synchronizes and slows down
the brain function frequencies.
It makes the brain function frequency spectrum more coherent
and optimized from the physiological point of view. This
fact proves that MRET-Shield
neutralizes the electromagnetic
stress and excitement caused by
the effect of a cellular phone on
the brain.
The chart of a subject introduced to EMR of a cellular phone with competitive product (Pulse Clean 21) protection shows
that this “protection device” makes the excitation of the brain function wave patterns even worse. It happens because the
devices that claim to reduce EMR first of all suppress and disturb subtle electromagnetic processes in living cells. This
is why it’s important to note that not all cell phone guards are created equal and in fact could possibly do MORE HARM
than not having one at all!
The installation of MRET-Shield on the cellular phone synchronizes and calms down the brain function frequencies. This
fact proves that MRET-Shield neutralizes the electromagnetic stress and excitement caused by the effect of cellular phone
on the brain functions.

